Preserving the reliability of offshore systems

OEM’s ClearTank tank cleaning service
Clear Continuity
▪ Clean, dry fuel ensures generator reliability
▪ Fuel tanks can be cleaned without taking power offline
▪ ClearTank is safe - no man-entry is required
▪ ClearTank ensures the safety of all aspects of critical power

Call OEM’s Fuel Maintenance Division on 01224 959215
www.oemdieselproducts.co.uk

Fuel contamination is one
risk you should never have
to worry about.

OEM’s ClearTank service: clean tanks



clean fuel

You need one thing from your standby and primary



clean power

ClearTank addresses all the main types of fuel

power systems: dependability. You need the assurance contamination:
that they will function perfectly when and if they’re
needed.
Fuel storage is a potential point of failure that’s easy to
overlook. Your tanks can harbour contamination that
pollutes any clean fuel they receive.
OEM’s ClearTank tank cleaning service removes the
contaminants from your tank and paves the way for a

 Dissolved, emulsified and free water
 Solid particulates such as soot, rust, grit and

colloid carbon.
 Microbial growths such as bacteria, mould, fungi

and yeast (collectively known as the ‘diesel bug’).
 Sludge that has settled at the bottom of the tank

comprehensive fuel management programme.
 Biofilms that form on the tank surfaces. These

Once complete, we certify that your tanks are clean

are often immune to standard fuel polishing

and your fuel meets the 18/16/13 level of cleanliness as

techniques.

defined by ISO 4406:1999.
It’s one less thing for you to worry about.

Safe for you and safe for staff
OEM’s ClearTank service can, if necessary, clean your
tanks while your generators are still running. There is

ClearTank is one part of OEM’s

no need to endanger the continuity of your power

Fuel Maintenance Programme.

supply.

Following a regular and
disciplined programme ensures
your stored fuel works reliably
when you need it.

By working without needing to send a man into the
toxic atmosphere of an empty fuel tank, we keep staff
safe too.
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